
Minimalist Portraits
https://www.mrsras.com/minimalist-portraits-inspired

-by-malika-favre.html



First lets start in Photopea (or Pixlr) so we can prep 
our image



Open a letter 
sized (watch your 
dpi)

File>open and place 

You chosen portriat

Remember you must chooose a 
REAL  PHOTOGRAPH.  Must 
be other someone either you 
know or can be just a portriat 
the has a evident emotion or 
expression



Edit > free 
transform

Scale your 
image so 
that the 
head is 60 
to 80 
percent of 
the frame



Right click or 
Layer> 
rasterize 
your layer



Enhanc
e the 
colors 
and 
contrast

image> 
adjusme
nt



Layer> Duplicate



On the top layer

Image> adjust 
Posterize

Choose 2 ( we want 
shapes

Smooth you shapes 
by

Filter> noise> 
median



Ok now lets save 
each part as a jpeg

1. File>export> jpeg
2. Then toggle off 

the top layer 
(making it 
invisible)

3. file> export> jpeg

By exporting 
twice you now 
have a jpeg of 
both layers



My 
secon
d 
export
ed 
jpeg



Open a letter sized file in Gravit or Vectr



Click on the place 
image icon and place 
both jpegs

Lock your layers and 
make the shaped one 
invisible for now



Choose your 
pen tool

Begin to trace 
around the 
face.

Remember 
the quality of 
the shape 
counts so 
please try to 
make curves



Hint- If you 
face shape 
isn’t clean try 
using the 
simplfy 

Modify> 
path> simplify 



Now lets 
design your 
shape.

Using your 
subselect tool 
adjust the 
anchor points 
so that if 
gives the 
shape you 
desire



Remember too smooth things 
areas out like the chin, 
cheeks, top of the head etc. 



In your 
appearance 
window 
toggle of 
the fill

Then 
choose the 
eyedropper 
and choose 
a medium 
tone from 
the face 
area



Toggle off the face 
shape

Now begin to pen 
out the hair



Continue to trace, 
modify, amd color 
your shapes until 
you get a good 
base/ structure to 
your portrait like 
you see here. 



Now lets use that shape layer to help us add SOME 
details

Remember only add 
what is necessary to 
convey either the identity 
or the emotion

Toggle back on this 
shaped layer



I am choosing to start 
by tracing the shapes 
around the eyes

Still remember that 
the quality of the 
shape is paramount 
so you use a little 
artistic license and 
design the shape



When 
you go to 
fill in 
these 
small 
details 
remembe
r to use 
the REAL 
photo for 
color 
reference



Continue to 
add features

EYES, nose 
, eyebrows 
and even 
some 
shadows

Until your 
expression 
or identify 
becomes 
evident 



Now it is time to omit things 
that are unnecessary. 

Review the features you 
drew and to test their 
important try toggling them 
off , if they aren’t necessary 
then leave them invisible

Notice i make my eyes 
invisible but by eyeliner



Ok now it is time to add 
a background

Use your rectangle tool 
and create a large 
rectangle in the 
background. Remember 
to place this layer at the 
bottom of your list.  

Pick one of the colors 
present in your portrait, 
this will help simplify the 
portriat. Just do not use 
the face color!!!!!! 



Extra Credit: RECOLOR


